
Cooling SolutionS  
for eventS

real cool. real fast.

Artist World at Montreal’s Osheaga 
Festival is where the artists hang out 
before and after their performances. A 
conditioned tent structure for them to 
retreat to and recover in is mandatory 
during August’s hot and humid days. 
This cooling duo of a 10- and 20-ton 
units ensured the talent stayed happy 
and ready to entertain.

VIP tent artist Hang-outGlass-Walled structure

Hermes set up this large temporary 
structure in downtown Vancouver 
to showcase their products and 
craftsmanship. These units heated 
and cooled the structure for four 
weeks. The elevated deck allowed us 
to duct our conditioned air under the 
structure and into the space through 
diffusers we installed in the floor. 

excess heat can turn your carefully planned event into a very uncomfortable ordeal for both you and your 
clients. With our proven expertise and vast inventory of cooling, heating, and ventilation equipment, cool 

air rentals can design the ideal equipment package for your special event. 

let us provide you with the best solution possible, while balancing your competing priorities of 
expectations, budget, space, and power limitations. 
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A major part of the Canadian 
Open Golf Championship is the 
spectator venues and VIP suites. This 
glass-walled structure demanded 
temporary cooling to keep sponsors 
and clients comfortable during the 
heat-laden days of summer. 
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Heating SolutionS  
for eventS

This large art presentation was held 
inside this temporary structure for 
five months. Early on, the structure 
was cooled to achieve a comfortable 
space for guests. As the sun gave way 
to cloud and rain, the equipment was 
switched over to heating because a 
temperature and humidity balance was 
required to ensure that the delicate 
piano wasn’t adversely affected.

This majestic temporary structure 
was erected for an evening fundraiser 
dinner. All of the planning, building and 
decoration would have been wasted if 
the guests had been uncomfortable. 
Our wealth of experience and effective 
and reliable equipment meant this 
event came off without a hitch. You 
only have a short window to ensure 
success, so deal with the best. You 
can’t afford not to.

Million Dollar Piano fundraiser DinnerWinter festival

This winter event deployed these 
portable hydronic boilers to heat 
water that was then circulated 
through fan coils to ultimately heat 
the air inside the food tents. This 
application was quiet, efficient and 
economical. 
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cool-weather events should be an enjoyable experience for everyone, and protecting patrons 
from inclement weather is critical. Keeping your guests warm and dry inside a structure is 

effortless when the right equipment package is selected. Understanding expectations is key to 
ensuring an event is enjoyable and well-attended. 

Heat ... IN a HUrry


